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Abstract 
Our new approach enriches the general additive monopolistic competition model (AMCM) with a space 
of product characteristics: consumers' “ideal varieties''. Unlike Hotelling, such partially localized 
competition involves intersecting zones of service among (continuously distributed) producers. Then, 
the uniform equilibrium firms' density increases with a growing population, as in the case of the usual 
AMCM. However, now increasing/decreasing prices are determined by the increasing/decreasing 
elasticity of elementary utility (instead of demand elasticity in AMCM). A new characteristic – the firm's 
range of service – decreases. Such finer matching between buyers and sellers becomes a new source of 
welfare gain from a thicker market, unlike the variety benefit in AMCM. The free-entry competition 
remains socially excessive under some natural preferences. 
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1 Introduction
In markets for differentiated products, one can observe that individuals typically vary in their “ideal
goods”, e.g. favourite type of beer or coffee, yet choose something different from time to time. Thus,
love for variety is struggling with love for ideal product type. The reason can lie in multi-dimensional
characteristics; for instance, a woman would like her ideal fit, but also explores various brands and
fashions, possibly supplied only with other fits. Then there will be a trade-off, which results in a
non-equal mixture of ideal and non-ideal varieties in the consumption bundle. Somewhat similarly,
consumers in a city often buy food from the nearest shop but also use other shops from time to time.
Such behaviour generates an overlap in the range of service of the shops. On a country-wide scale, we
also observe overlapping trade areas of various firms, though clients in the vicinity are served more
frequently. Summarising, many real markets show partially-localised consumer preferences and thereby
partially-localised competition.
Our goal in this paper is to build a model of such competition and understand the market-size
effects and their importance for welfare. First, we show that expansion of the market leads to a wider
choice for consumers and allows them to focus more on their ideal varieties. This result is empirically
corroborated by the findings of Handbury and Weinstein (2015) who show that the number of products
consumed by the fixed number of households expands with the city size more slowly than the number
of available products. In particular, in their sample the elasticity of the number of products purchased
by the group of 500 households with respect to the population of the city is 0.033, whereas the elasticity
of the number of available products is around 0.3, i.e. an order of magnitude higher. Second, we show
that this better fit of consumed varieties to consumer preferences generates welfare gains from the
market expansion, over and above the well understood variety and price effects.
From a theoretical standpoint, our new model fills the gap between two traditional polar views
on competition under horizontal differentiation: spatial competition and monopolistic competition.
Namely, we combine the (free-entry version of) Hotelling’s (1929) consumer ideal points with Cham-
berlinian (1933) love for variety, in a simple but general way. Seeking the most parsimonious combina-
tion, we maintain all the elements of monopolistic competition theory, but only replace the traditional
representative consumer by spatially heterogeneous consumers.1
1Other space-and-variety models are discussed later on in the literature review.
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Setting. Consumers are uniformly distributed along a circumference similar to the Salop (1979)
model. In contrast to inelastic demand in Salop, each consumer combines various quantities of ideal
and non-ideal varieties in her consumption bundle, due to her love for variety. Consumers are identical
in preferences with the same (unspecified additive) utility function and same income, but differ in their
locations. Naturally, everyone prefers varieties (firms) located closer rather than farther away, so that
the demand gradually fades with distance. Such behaviour is described by a linear “cost of distance”.2
Following Chamberlin (1933) and Dixit-Stiglitz (1977), our market exhibits free entry and increasing
returns in producing a differentiated good so that the number (continuum) and locations of firms in
equilibrium is determined endogenously. Firms simultaneously choose their prices and their locations,
taking as given the density of consumers and the current local intensity of competition. In this paper
we focus only on equilibria with a uniform distribution of firms. Such an equilibrium boils down to
three scalars : the mass of firms, price, and intensity of competition. From these three one can derive
the consumers’ consumption and the firm’s range of service, which can display full (each firm serves
all consumers) or partial coverage.
The results rely on the following technical achievement: the convenient reformulation of a firm’s
aggregated demand in the form of a “consumer surplus” of the elementary utility function (taken at
the consumption of the ideal variety). With this, our new, uniform spatial model becomes almost as
simple and tractable as the usual monopolistic competition. This technique enables us to expand some
of the theoretical results to the world of heterogeneous consumers.
First, the market-size effects are addressed as in Zhelobodko et al. (2012, henceforth, ZKPT).
We show that under partial coverage, a growing population density generally leads to: (i) more firms
entering the market; (ii) keener competition; (iii) less individual consumption of each variety; (iv) more
localised competition (smaller range of service); however, (v) both the price behaviour and firm size
depend on the elasticity of elementary utility. Namely, prices and mark-ups go down, firms increase
in size under the condition of decreasing elasticity of utility (DEU), whereas the opposite effects take
place under the opposite condition.
2We explore two versions of the distance cost: either as a disutility of distance from the ideal, or as a monetary
cost for transporting (or adjusting) the good to the “ideal”. The monetary version is better suited for the geographical
interpretation of the model (or for production-components goods), whereas disutility of distance has more appeal for
consumer goods and the space of their product characteristics.
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This outcome is similar to ZKPT, where the necessary and sufficient condition for the “pro-
competitive” effect of the market size on prices is an increasingly elastic demand (IED). The difference
can be better understood by analysing market size impact in two stages. First, we aggregate the
demand of heterogeneous consumers; second, to the aggregate demand we apply the main equation
of ZKPT model. As we have explained, the aggregate demand takes the form of a consumer surplus.
Therefore, IED is now replaced by DEU condition. Although none of the two conditions, IED and
DEU, implies the other, their intuitive interpretation is quite similar: the demand is “not too con-
vex,”which is supposed realistic by those economists who support variable elasticity of substitution
(Eckel and Neary, 2010).
Second, a decrease in distance-costs affects equilibria in the same way as the increasing pop-
ulation density. The intensity of competition and the density of firms increase, and prices also react
similarly to the market expansion. Another effect, specific to the decreasing distance-cost parameter,
is an (eventually) increasing range of service. We show that, in the limit, our model converges to
ZKPT as the distance cost fades away.
Finally, we analyse welfare by decomposing consumer gains into two components. The first part
represents welfare as if all the consumed varieties were ideal, while the second part accounts for losses
from the consumption of non-ideal varieties. We show that in a thicker market these losses are smaller,
i.e. a supply of varieties is better matched to heterogeneous consumers’ tastes. This highlights a new
source of gains from market expansion, e.g. from opening to international trade.
In a thicker market, a consumer spends her budget for varieties closer to her ideal, which become
cheaper at the same time (under the natural DEU assumption). This double benefit yields a positive
effect on welfare. At the same time, a variety per se (consumed by a person) expands less than the
mass of firms due to the shrinking range of service. In other words, the mass (density) of firms in the
market is incompletely translated here into the variety consumed, unlike spaceless models, but in line
with the empirical findings of Handbury and Weinstein (2015).
Although our results in general corroborate the monopolistic competition theory, we want to empha-
size the difference that follows from the demand aggregation of spatially heterogeneous consumers.
Analogously to Osharin et al. (2014), heterogeneity combined with aggregation can make the demand
function more convex. For instance, a quadratic elementary utility u(q) = q − q2/2 (dependent on
individual consumption q) generates a linear individual demand function q = 1 − (p+ t), which de-
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pends upon price p and the cost-of-distance coefficient t. In our model the firm’s gross demand Q
appears quadratic in price: Q = (1 − p)2/2t, which is different from individual demand and is more
convex. Similarly, a spatial aggregate of CES individual demands generates a demand with a different
degree of convexity. These examples explain a spatial version of demand aggregation: despite very
similar consumers, a “permanent representative consumer” is an elusive concept. Instead, an endoge-
nous aggregate of consumers is relevant, dependent on distance costs and the intensity of competition.
Through this example, we express a word of caution about the interpretation of empirical results.
Demand characteristics, elasticity of substitution, and estimated gains from trade, inferred from indi-
vidual level data can (and should) substantially differ from those estimated from aggregate level data
within studies like Arkolakis et al. (2015). Therefore, addressing consumer heterogeneity is necessary
to reconcile such differences and reinterpret the market effects.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The next section reviews the related literature.
Section 3 presents the core model and Section 4 establishes the market effects and formalises our
welfare argument. The Conclusion summarises, while the Appendix contains proofs and the analysis
of the complementary version of the model with utility cost of distance.
2 Literature review
There are many papers on new trade theory with monopolistic competition, but with discrete locations
(countries or cities), and often with too specific preferences. Both a discrete technique and a focus
on specific functions shadow the links between general preference properties (concavity, elasticity) and
market effects; instead, a continuous space enables algebraic tools of integration which reveal sufficient
(or even necessary and sufficient) conditions on the demand structure for important market effects.
Several early attempts to combine continuous space with free entry were pioneered by Lancaster’s
(1966, 1975) approach to product “characteristics.” The “spokes model” by Chen and Riordan (2007)
also pursues the same goals as ours, but exploits an exotic space: exogenously expanding dimensions
of product characteristics and “trade through the hub.” This may help to model the fashion industry,
but it is difficult to reconcile with our focus on a fixed geographical space or a characteristic space
like colour or design. Among other models serving as a benchmark, Picard and Tabuchi (2010) was
the starting point for a continuous distribution of firms on the circumference. They found that stable
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equilibria are given by discrete distributions of firms and workers rather than continuous distributions.3
Closer to bringing together the “love for variety” and “address”models of product differentiation,
are several papers on multi-product firms in trade. They highlight the same “better match” effect of
competition, exploiting the notion of “core competence” and some specific details. Feenstra and Ma
(2008) explore a model where firms choose their optimal product scope by balancing the net profits from
a new variety against the costs of “cannibalising” their own sales. This can yield the same or a wider
scope of service under opening trade. In contrast, Eckel (2009), Eckel and Neary (2010) and Eckel and
Irlacher (2014) develop a series of models of “flexible manufacturing”, which highlight a new source
of gains from trade – productivity increases as firms become “leaner and meaner”, concentrating on
their core competence – but also a new source of losses from trade: product variety may fall. Similarly,
analysing firm level trade data, Mayer et al. (2011), Arkolakis and Muendler (2011) and Carballo et
al. (2013) show that exporters tend to skew their export sales towards the best performing products
– their core competencies. In terms of our model, these effects can be viewed as focusing on a smaller
part of the market.
Unlike this important “flexible manufacturing” and core competency literature that have direct
empirical justification, we put distance costs on the consumer side, avoid multi-product firms and
“cannibalisation” motives, and focus on a closed economy. Otherwise our “range of service” looks iso-
morphic to the “firm scope,” and our distance is the same as their “distance from the core competency.”
More essentially, unlike all of these studies, we exploit unspecified additive preferences and continuous
number of versions per firm, to find the simplest general conditions on the demand curvature that
provide price-decreasing competition with tighter firm specialisation.
3Among other continuous models of spatial competition, Allen and Arkolakis (2014) propose a continuous model
of economic geography based on CES gravity equations in generating trade flows under given topography (pairwise
location-specific trade frictions). Mobile consumers-workers generate local outputs and equalise welfare across locations
populated. Unlike ours, the focus is on predicting a stable economic geography under given topography in continuous
way, extending thereby the network-style discrete geography modeling. The latter is summarised in Behrens and Robert-
Nicoud (2014), where heterogeneous agents choose cities conditional on their talent.
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3 The Model
We assume that consumers are distributed uniformly over the circumference of arbitrary length. A
point on the circumference can be viewed as a geographic location or a specific product in the char-
acteristic space. Firms are free to enter and choose any point on the circumference. We constrain
our attention to the case where firms are also distributed uniformly over the circumference. In what
follows, we label it a uniform equilibrium.4
We consider a version of a spatial model with a monetary transport cost. The adjustment cost for
consuming products produced further away from a consumer’s location enters the budget constraint.
This formulation is common in economic geography, and fits to the case well when our “consumer”
is actually a firm that consumes some intermediate good, incurring cost for adjusting the good to fit
its exact needs. We also consider a version of the model where the transport cost directly enters the
utility function. This variation has more appeal for the consumption goods, because here “distance”
from one’s favourite variety has some disutility value. Since the results appear to be very similar, we
relegate the discussion of the “disutility of distance” version of the model to the Appendix. We now
turn to a formal description of the model structure.
Consumers and varieties. The consumers are identical except for their “addresses.” As in
Hotelling (1929), any consumer type is characterised by her bliss point x in some commodity space Ω,
i.e., her favourite variety of the differentiated good. The types are uniformly distributed with density
L along the circular space of product characteristics, the circumference Ω = [−S, S] of length 2S,
where 0 is any given point (such Salop’s “race-track economy” is a proxy for a “long” linear interval).
Each consumer supplies one unit of a numeraire good (for instance, labour) to the market, in exchange
for all the varieties she consumes. Following the Chamberlinian tradition, each variety is produced
by a single firm producing a single product. There is a continuum of firms and a firm’s type denoted
y ∈ [−S, S] refers to its location on the circumference. The firm’s “address”means its targeted type
of consumers, whereas (endogenous) density µy is the measure of such firms in the same location. We
focus on equilibria where the density µy ≡ µ > 0 is assumed to be constant at each location y ∈ Ω. In
addition, we assume mill pricing by the firms, i.e., a firm at y charges an f.o.b. price py for its product.
4The concept of uniform equilibrium may be criticised because such equilibria need not be stable and because non-
uniform consumer distribution is unlikely to give rise to a uniform distribution of firms. However, without this basic
model more complicated equilibria are difficult to comprehend.
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Because of symmetry, after firms optimise their prices, the price distribution will also become uniform
with py ≡ p > 0.
Importantly, the ranges of the service of various firms do intersect with each other, because con-
sumers love variety. However, they love different varieties unequally. The bliss-point variety is slightly
preferred to other varieties. In the “monetary” version of distance, we suppose that either adjusting
the non-ideal variety to consumer’s tastes is costly, or carrying a purchase home from a remote shop
is costly. Specifically, we assume adjustment costs q · τ(θ) for buying q units of good and carrying it
home from distance θ, where τ(·) is an increasing function of distance.
Hence, the remote varieties will be consumed in smaller amounts than the nearby varieties. In
particular, extremely remote varieties may not be consumed. In equilibrium each consumer x has an
(endogenous) range θˆ of varieties (firm types) that she wishes to buy, where θˆ ∈ (0, S] denotes the
distance to go shopping, or the range of service, uniform among consumers. An equilibrium may result
in a small range θˆ < S which means “partial coverage” of the circumference Ω by each firm’s service.
Another possibility is “full coverage”by service θˆ = S, occurring when the cost of distance is small
enough to buy products (in different quantities) from all firms.
Now we can formulate the consumer’s optimisation problem. Given the (uniform) price distribution
p and the firm distribution µ, the consumer seeks to maximise her utility subject to the budget
constraint:
max
qxy>0
µ
∫
Ω
u(qxy)dy
s.t. µ
∫
Ω
(p+ τ(x, y))qxydy = 1
Here a consumer located at x buys quantity qxy from a firm located at y and spends her unit of
numeraire on these purchases. From each purchase she enjoys the direct utility u(qxy) and bears
monetary losses qxyτ(x, y). The elementary utility function u(·) is assumed to be increasing, thrice
differentiable and strictly concave, thus generating love for variety. If a consumer does not consume
a variety, her utility from it is u(0) = 0, i.e., the existence of a variety per se does not generate any
benefits. For some results we shall also need a choke-price assumption u′(0) <∞.
One can see that our total utility is additive in its elementary utilities over the whole range of
varieties. Such unspecified elementary utility function u(·) will allow us to relate arising market effects
to the features of preferences as in ZKPT, and to contrast the results with non-spatial monopolistic
competition.
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The transport cost function τ(x, y) depends on the distance between x and y and represents the
monetary cost per unit of consumption. The distant varieties are less preferable than the ideal variety
by assumption τ(x, x) = 0, τ(x, y) > 0 (x 6= y). For tractability, we assume the transport cost to be
linear in distance. Given that our space is a circumference, linearity implies the shortest (right or left)
distance in the form:
τ(x, y) = t ·min {|x− y|, 2S − |x− y|} .
The transport cost can describe situations where space is geographical and a consumer spends her
money to bring varieties home, or when some costly adjustment is needed, like adjusting the fit of
clothing (the more units bought - the more adjustment needed).
Using the Lagrange multiplier λ, the utility maximisation yields the demand of consumer x for
variety-type y expressed as:
qxy = D(λxpy + λxτ(x, y)),
where
D(P ) ≡ u′−1(P ) ∨ 0 ∀P > 0
is the demand that equals the inverse derivative of the elementary utility when positive, and zero
otherwise. Naturally, here the Lagrange multiplier λ = λ(µ,p) is not the argument but the result of
the consumer’s optimisation under a given vector (µ,p) of all prices and densities on Ω, which is the
true argument of her demand function.
Producers. As we have seen, the solution to the consumer problem gives rise to the location-
specific individual demand functions dxy:
dxy(µ,p, λ) = D (λx(µ,p) · py + λx(µ,p)τ(x, y)) .
It shows how much a consumer at x buys from a firm located at y, under given prices p and the market
situation µ, λ(µ,p). Each producer takes the demand functions and the level of competition λ as given
when maximising her profit. Following the monopolistic competition literature, we assume a constant
marginal cost m of production and a fixed cost F to operate in the market.
Formally, a producer y chooses her price py to maximise her profit Πy(·) as:
max
py≥0
Πy(µ,p, λ) = max
py≥0
(py −m)
∫
Ω
Ldxy(µ,p, λ)dx− F (µ). (1)
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Equilibrium. Entry into any location is free, so that profits must vanish at each location:
Πy(µ,p, λ) = 0 ∀y. (2)
Symmetric equilibrium is a bundle
{
p, λ, µ, {qxy}(x,y)∈Ω2
}
of price, competition level, density of
firms and location-specific consumption quantities which solve all consumer and producer optimisation
programs, and satisfy the free-entry condition (2).5 The labour balance in the economy follows from
the budget constraint.
This general definition of equilibrium is valid for both versions of the model and both cases: full
or partial coverage of the market by a firm. In the following analysis of each version, we shall specify
the equilibrium definition in more detail in order to simplify exposition in each case.
4 Equilibrium analysis
Full or partial coverage by service. From the complementary slackness condition of consumer
optimisation, it can be seen that if the derivative u′(0) is small enough relative to the distance cost
t, then qxy = 0 for all firms y located sufficiently far from x (zero demand). In the opposite case,
it might be that qxy > 0 for every pair x and y on space Ω (for instance, it must be the case when
derivative u′(0) = ∞). We shall call the former case partial coverage because a firm does not serve
every consumer, and distinguish it from full coverage; these are the two possible regimes of the model.
As we show later, this distinction is quite important because the comparative statics of these two kinds
of equilibria differs. To comprise both cases, the length θˆ of coverage (radius of service) can be found
as:
θˆ(p) = min
{
1
t
(
u′(0)
λ
− p
)
, S
}
.
4.1 Equilibria with partial coverage
We start our analysis with the case of partial coverage of the market by a firm. Because we consider
only uniform equilibria (firms are identical up to rotation), it is sufficient to focus on a firm located at
y = 0 and on its price p ≡ p|y=0. Recall that the elementary demand function is D(P ) = u′
−1
(P ) ∨ 0,
5In our accompanying paper, we also study asymmetric equilibria, where consumers need not locate uniformly and
firms may behave differently even under symmetric consumer distribution.
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where P ≡ λp+λτ(x, y), whenever the positive inverse of the marginal utility exists, otherwise demand
is zero. With this notation, the gross output Q per unit of consumer density and the firm’s profit can
be written as:
Πy=0(p, λ) = (p−m) · L ·Q(p, λ)− F (µ)
where
Q(p, λ) ≡ 2
∫ θˆ(p)
0
D(λp+ λτ(θ, 0))dθ.
We should emphasise that when maximising profit, producers take the intensity of competition λ
as given. Here variable θ ≡ |x − y| denotes the consumer-producer distance, i.e., the shortest way
from any consumer-type θ ∈ [0, θˆ] to a firm located at 0. Aggregate output LQ sold by the firm is
the sum of quantities sold to all consumers between the limiting points −θˆ(p) and θˆ(p). Density L of
consumers at each location factorises the total output of the firm sold to all consumers served (2LS is
the total population).
Integral Q of the (inverse) derivative of u can be simplified for the case of linear cost function
τ(θ, 0) = tθ. Namely, we consider D (whose argument runs from the minimal “price” λp to the
maximal “price” λp+λtθˆ), and argue that integrating D is the same as integrating its inverse u′ whose
argument runs from 0 to maximum value q0 = D(λp), which is the maximal purchase occurring near
the consumer’s bliss-point. Essentially, instead of integrating consumer demand over the locations,
we integrate it now over the quantity range. Technically, it amounts to substitution of variables:
q = D(λp+λtθ), or changing the axis of integration in the price-quantity space (the demand “triangle”).
Then, any firm’s gross output LQ can be represented as
LQ(p, λ) = 2L
∫ θˆ(p)
0
D(λp+ λtθ)dθ =
2L
λt
∫ 0
D(λp)
qd(D−1(q)− λp) = −2L
λt
∫ D(λp)
0
qdu′(q) (3)
=
2L
λt
[
−D(λp)u′(D(λp)) +
∫ D(λp)
0
u′(q)dq
]
=
2L
λt
[u (D(λp))− λpD(λp)].
This magnitude LQ is similar to the “consumer surplus” in spaceless IO models and decreases in p and
λ. In fact, it is the surplus of the consumer located exactly at the firm’s location x = y. Of course,
this simplified aggregate demand structure relies on the assumption of linear transport cost τ(θ) = tθ.
Consequently, under uniform equilibrium with partial coverage of consumers, any producer’s profit
can be rewritten in simpler form, and the free-entry condition becomes
Π(p, λ) = (p−m)2L
λt
[u(D(λp))− λpD(λp)]− F = 0. (4)
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Differentiating the profit (4) with respect to price p, we have the firm’s first-order condition (FOC):
Πp =
2L
λt
[u(D(λp))− λpD(λp)− (p−m)λD(λp)] = 0. (5)
Furthermore, differentiating the FOC expression (5), we get the producer’s second-order condition
for profit maximisation:
Πpp =
2L
t
[−(p−m)λD′(λp)− 2D(λp)] < 0.
This strict inequality is assumed to hold in the neighborhood of equilibrium. It is guaranteed, whenever
the (absolute value of) elasticity of marginal utility is larger than 1/2: −εu′(·) > 1/2.
Thus, the producer’s optimality condition Πp(p, λ) = 0 together with the free-entry condition
Π(p, λ) = 0 determine the equilibrium pair of price and competition intensity (p, λ). Using them,
other equilibrium magnitudes of interest – consumption, density of firms and range of service – can be
obtained via the consumer’s FOC and the budget constraint.
For further analysis, we now rewrite the firm’s first-order and free-entry conditions in (p, q0) vari-
ables, where q0 = D(λp) is the consumption of the ideal variety, instead of (p, λ), using the fact that
λ = u
′(q0)
p
. Then the firm’s first-order and free-entry conditions can be conveniently reformulated as
the link between markup p
m
and the elasticity of elementary utility6 εu(q0) ≡ u′(q0)q0u(q0) :
1
εu(q0)
− 1 = 1− m
p
,
( p
m
− 1
)2 2Lm2
t
q0 = F. (6)
Expressing price p = m +
√
tF (µ)
2Lq0
, these two can be reduced to a single equation with respect to
quantity q0 consumed “near the firm:”
1
1 +
√
tF (µ)
2m2Lq0
= 2− 1
εu(q0)
, (7)
This representation is especially useful as it helps to address the question of equilibrium existence.
Lemma 1. Assume that u′(0) <∞, and either εu(q) remains separated from unity — ∃εˆ, qˆ : εu(q) ≤
εˆ < 1 for all q > qˆ, or becomes sufficiently small εu(q) ≤ 1/2 for some q. Then equilibrium exists.
When εu(q) is a decreasing function, the equilibrium is unique.
6Here, we should address a caution that εu(q) is not immune to affine transformations of the elementary utility
function. At first glance, under our assumption of separable additive aggregate utility, an affine transformation of u(·)
must not change the equilibrium outcome. However, in the derivation of the aggregate demand for the firm’s product,
we have used a normalisation assumption u(0) = 0. Without it, the result of our comparative statics analysis would
depend on another, more cumbersome elasticity ε˜u(q) =
qu′(q)
u(q)−u(0) .
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Also we note that under fixed cost F , a single exogenous “relative market size” parameter:
Lˆ ≡ 2m
2L
tF
(8)
characterises some market effects, notably, it governs all changes in the equilibrium consumption and
mark-up. Here we summarise this equilibrium characterisation.
Lemma 2. Under linear distance cost τ(θ) = tθ and uniform equilibrium with partial coverage of
consumers, any producer’s profit takes the simple form (4), whereas the equilibrium price, quantity and
intensity of competition are determined by (6), (7) and λ = u
′(q0)
p
. Relative market size Lˆ (8), also
reflecting three kinds of costs, is the main exogenous parameter, whereas absolute size S of space does
not affect equilibrium.
In other words, for equilibrium analysis, any impact of changes in cost composition F/m2, transport
cost t, and/or population L, can all be studied in the same fashion through varying parameter Lˆ.
The independence of equilibria from the absolute size S of the market is in sharp contrast with
a spaceless economy, or the full coverage economy (a hybrid between the partial coverage and the
spaceless economy). In a geographical interpretation, such independence looks reasonable: whenever
a firm trades only within some limited area, the competition on the other side of the globe becomes
immaterial to it, as does the globe size, only the population density in the neighbourhood matters.
Comparative statics. We have characterised the equilibrium in the case of partial coverage by
service. Now we study it regarding our question of interest: how does the equilibrium react to changes
in the relative market size Lˆ? In particular, should increasing market size or decreasing transport
cost lead to lower prices through intensified competition? The next proposition shows that it is the
elasticity characteristic εu that governs the comparative statics of prices; namely, that DEU leads
to pro-competitive effects, whereas increasing εu(q) leads to anti-competitive effects under increasing
market size.
Proposition 1. In a model with partial market coverage, an increase in the local market size (popula-
tion density) L or any increase in L/tF leads to: (i) an increase in the competition intensity λ; (ii) a
decrease in the purchase of the ideal variety q0; (iii) a price decrease (increase) – whenever elasticity
εu(·) is a decreasing (increasing) function.
Growing ratio “density over distance cost” L/t makes a firm’s output LQ change opposite to the
price.
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Growing ratio “density over fixed cost” L/F leads to increasing entry of firms µ and a decreasing
range of service θˆ (i.e., the competition becomes more targeted to specific consumers), which, under
DEU, implies increasing consumer’s welfare.
These comparative statics results generally look intuitive. Higher consumer density should attract
more firms to each location. This shift intensifies local competition and pushes the consumption of each
individual variety down because more varieties are readily available to consumers. As a consequence,
one would expect decreasing prices. Indeed, this is really the case under the natural DEU assumption.
Essentially, we have classified all markets according to the elasticity εu into two categories: DEU-
markets react pro-competitively to the relative market size (a drop in prices under higher competition),
while those with IEU behave anti-competitively. The DEU case is generally perceived more realistic,
and it is widespread in theory. For instance, the widely used linear demand, CARA and HARA
(hyperbolic absolute risk aversion) utility functions, all generate DEU.7 Notably, these three kinds of
preferences generate similar pro-competitive effects in the usual spaceless monopolistic competition
models as well, but for a different reason: not because of DEU, but because of IED, see ZKPT. In
principle, a combination of the properties IED+DEU is common among preferences and considered
natural but not guaranteed.
Why, in spatial competition, does increasing or decreasing elasticity of utility govern prices unlike
increasing or decreasing demand elasticity in ZKPT? The difference stems from the fact that now
gross demand is the aggregate of the local demands u′−1 of various consumers (varying in distance
from firms). Integrating u′−1 can be looked upon as integrating u′, that is why maximising profit looks
like maximising utility u. Put differently, what is crucial for price change is the elasticity of a firm’s
aggregate demand Q. This aggregate of heterogeneous demand does not directly inherit the properties
of individual demand. In other respects, explanations for price change are the same: any sufficiently
flat gross demand curve generates rather natural effects, whereas all too convex gross demands enable
paradoxical price changes in response to increasing competition.
The impact of decreasing distance costs t on the radius θˆ is more involved. Cheaper transport
leads to an expansion of the radius directly, whereas equilibrium forces, as in the case of increasing
population density, push the radius of service down indirectly. The sign of the net effect of these two
7CES utility is neutral in this respect, but irrelevant for this subsection, being incompatible with partial coverage of
consumers.
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effects is unclear. Analogously, the effect on the density µ of firms when the distance cost t decreases,
is ambiguous.
4.2 Equilibria with full coverage
When transport costs decrease, each firm eventually covers the entire market. However, unlike the
ZKPT spaceless model, quantities are decreasing in distance to consumers. This case is analytically
difficult because it combines two different market operating modes. Intuitively, as the transport cost
get sufficiently small, the model converges to the spaceless one, and the comparative statics is governed
by the elasticity of individual demand (marginal utility), as in the ZKPT model. On the other hand,
when the space is “weakly” covered, i.e., consumption of the most remote varieties is very small, the
model behaves similarly to the partial coverage regime, where comparative statics is governed by the
elasticity of elementary utility. Therefore, the comparative statics of full coverage should be between
partial coverage and spaceless regimes, so that it depends on both the elasticity of utility and the
elasticity of marginal utility. Because of this difficulty, here we provide an incomplete characterisation
of the full-coverage regime, focusing only on the popular and arguably natural case of not too-convex
demands: IED+DEU preferences (including CARA, HARA and quadratic utility, discussed in the
section “Pro-competitive preferences” after Proposition 2).
To study full coverage, in addition to the consumption quantity of an ideal variety q0 = D(λp),
we introduce a notation for the quantity of the least preferred variety q1 ≡ D(λp + λtS) on the
circumference Ω. This (after changing the variables of integration in a similar fashion as before) allows
us to express a firm’s gross demand LQ as the difference between two consumer surpluses at q0 and
at q1:
LQ(p, λ) = 2L
∫ S
0
D(λp+ λtθ)dθ =
2L
λt
∫ q1
q0
qdu′(q) (9)
=
2L
λt
[
q1u
′(q1)− q0u′(q0)−
∫ q1
q0
u′(q)dq
]
=
2L
λt
[u(q0)− λpq0 − u(q1) + (λp+ λtS)q1].
In other words, the firm’s total demand is proportional to the difference in consumer surpluses
between its closest and its farthest consumers, where Q is the individual gross consumption per unit of
population density L. Again, this relatively straightforward representation relies on the linear distance
cost (this restrictive assumption is not uncommon in the literature). As in the case of partial coverage,
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the free-entry condition and the firms’ profit maximising behaviour (FOC) become the equilibrium
conditions in (p, λ) variables:
Π(p, λ) = (p−m)LQ(p, λ)− F = 0, (10)
Πp = LQ(p, λ) + (p−m)2L
λt
[−λD(λp) + λD(λp+ λtS)] = 0. (11)
Similar to the case studied before, consumption of varieties q0 and q1 and density of firms µ can be
derived from (p, λ) using a consumer’s optimality condition and the budget constraint.
Using q0 ≡ D(λp) and q1 ≡ D(λp + λtS), all our equilibrium conditions can be transformed into
four equations with respect to (λ, p, q0, q1):
p−m
λ
[u(q0)− u′(q0)q0 − u(q1) + u′(q1)q1] = Ft
2L
, (12)
(q0 − q1) (p−m)2 = Ft
2L
, u′(q0) = λp, u′(q1) = λp+ λtS (13)
that can be reduced to two explicit equations in q0 and q1, constructed from an arbitrary utility
function u(·). It can be seen that, unlike in the previous section of partial coverage, the size S of
the world matters now, though the relative market size parameter L/F again plays an important role
in comparative statics. Another comparative statics with distance cost t enables us to compare the
partial coverage model with the spaceless model, which will be discussed after Proposition 2.
Now we conduct comparative statics with a certain restriction on the demand convexity or flatness
at the equilibrium point:
p
u(q0)− u(q1)
u′(q0)
> (p−m)
[
u′(q1)
u′′(q1)
− u
′(q0)
u′′(q0)
]
. (14)
The analytical complexity of this kind of equilibria precludes a complete characterisation of the com-
parative statics. Nevertheless, we show now that the market behaves pro-competitively when individual
demand is relatively flat.
Proposition 2. Consider a model with full market coverage. An increase in the relative local market
size L/F leads to an increase in the intensity of competition λ. It also leads to a decreasing price p
(a pro-competitive reaction) if and only if condition (14) holds, which is guaranteed when the ratio
−u′′(q)/u′(q) is an increasing function. Moreover, each firm’s output LQ changes in the opposite way
to price under growing L/t.
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Pro-competitive preferences. Under condition (14), the comparative statics is pro-competitive,
i.e., prices decrease with the increasing local market size, because of increasing competition. What does
this condition mean? As we have said, it corresponds to a low (in some sense) convexity of demand.
In particular, linear demand D = a− bq (which is very flat) satisfies (14) because the right-hand side
becomes negative, while the left-hand side is always positive. Similarly, the CARA utility given by
u(q) = 1 − e−αq, also satisfies (14) because it has constant characteristic −u′′(q)/u′(q) and the right-
hand side of (14) is zero. As for the more convex demand, generated by HARA utility u(q) = (a+ q)ρ
(ρ < 1, a ≥ 0), it has a decreasing characteristic −u′′(q)/u′(q) (as well as its particular case of CES),
nevertheless, after some tedious algebra one can show that condition (14) holds whenever a > 0.
In some cases, comparing right-hand and left-hand sides in (14) is more involved. In partic-
ular, calculations show that under CES the condition (14) reduces to [1− (q1/q0)ρ] (1− ρ) /ρ >
[1− q1/q0] (p−m) /p, which is not obviously satisfied. Unlike spaceless models, we could expect from
CES a price-changing effect of a bigger market in a spatial model (CES must generate full coverage).
However, it turns out that only the size of the world and the distance cost matter for prices here, not
the population density. Indeed, the full coverage equilibrium conditions (12)-(13) for the case of CES
utility can be reduced to one equation
p−m
p
=
1− ρ
ρ
1−
(
1 + tS
p
) ρ
ρ−1
1−
(
1 + tS
p
) 1
ρ−1
 ,
determining prices. Importantly, this equation does not depend on population density L, but on
distance cost t and size S of the world. Under t → 0 the equation degenerates into the well-known
condition on markup p−m
p
= 1− ρ known in spaceless monopolistic competition. This means that the
CES utility is again, as in the spaceless model, a very special preference (avoiding some important
market effects) not only because of constant elasticity of demand, but also because of constant elasticity
of utility.
Convergence to a spaceless model. We would argue that full coverage is an intermediate
regime between partial coverage and a spaceless economy. Indeed, one can see from (11) that when
the distance cost t vanishes, the difference q0 − q1 vanishes too. This explains the convergence of
the full-coverage equilibrium to the usual spaceless equilibrium explored in ZKPT. This convergence
is more evident from equation (9) which becomes Q(p, λ) = 2LS · D(λp) under t = 0, where 2LS
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denotes the total population in the economy, while L denotes the population density. Under such an
expression of output Q, both profit maximisation and free-entry conditions take their usual spaceless
form, as in ZKPT. Looking at a similar convergence in the opposite direction (t → ∞), one can see
that the full-coverage equilibrium equations in the form (9)-(10)-(11) degenerate into partial-coverage
equations (3)-(4)-(5) at some stage of growing t, namely, when cost t is big enough to eliminate (the
farthest from home) consumption q1 → 0.
Similarly important for robust modelling is the question: Does the necessary and sufficient condition
(14) for a price decrease under full coverage converge under t→ 0 to a similar condition known under
spaceless competition (ZKPT)? Namely, ZKPT requires the increasing elasticity of the inverse demand:[
− qu′′(q)
u′(q)
]′
> 0. The answer is yes, as we show in the Appendix.
Lemma 3. The pro-competitive condition (14) converges to the similar ZKPT condition
[
− qu′′(q)
u′(q)
]′
>
0, when distance cost t→ 0.
4.3 Effects on welfare
As we argued above, our model highlights the new gains from market expansion. In addition to more
available varieties and (potentially) cheaper products, consumers benefit from the greater availability
of the varieties they prefer more, i.e., from a better match between produced and consumed varieties.
This argument has important implications for the welfare of trade liberalisation since this channel
of gains from trade is largely unexplored in the literature. In this subsection, we use the model to
formalise this argument.
The intuition is best understood from the following example. Suppose individual preferences are
linear-quadratic such that the elementary utility function has the form u(q) = q − γ
2
q2. Denote the
number of varieties consumed by a particular consumer by M and the total consumption volume by
Q =
∫
qidi. Then, simple algebra shows that consumer’s utility is equal to:
U =
∫
u(qi)di = Q− γ
2
Q2
M
− γ
2
M ·var(q)
This aggregate utility decomposition is the first step towards establishing our argument. Here,
var(q) denotes variance in consumption volumes of different varieties. Such utility decomposition does
not depend on the spatial nature of our model. However, in the spaceless world of ZKPT all varieties
are consumed in the same quantity so that the last term is equal to zero in equilibrium. The first
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two terms have the same interpretation in our model as in ZKPT: utility is increasing in the total
consumption and in the number of varieties. Hence, comparative statics effects show that with the
expansion of the market each consumer gains from the increasing entry of firms and from (potentially)
lower prices, manifested as an increase in the total consumption. Our model introduces an additional
potential source of gains from a larger market: the increasing availability of the most preferred varieties
can induce a consumer to concentrate her consumption on a smaller set of varieties leading to a decrease
in the variance of her consumption bundle, and hence greater welfare. The next proposition confirms
this intuition.
Proposition 3. Consider a model with partial market coverage and u(q) = q − γ
2
q2. If the relative
market size L
Ft
is sufficiently large, an increase in the local market size (population density) L leads
to welfare gains from better fit of consumed varieties to consumer preferences, i.e., variance 2µθˆvar(q)
decreases.
5 Conclusion
This paper bridges two traditions in modelling markets with horizontal product differentiation. Com-
bining the Hotelling’s (1929) “address economy” with Chamberlinian Dixit-Stiglitz (1977) monopolistic
competition, we develop a model that features both spatial and price competition under variable elas-
ticity of substitution among varieties of a differentiated product. The preference structure employed
allows the consumers to have an ideal product and love for variety at the same time, consuming a range
of varieties but in different quantities. This novelty is intended to reflect real life, where consumers
stick to their favourite types of product most of the time, but occasionally deviate from them. The
model attempts to better formalise the idea, that love for variety observed in the aggregate demand
stems not only from personal preference for variety, but also from heterogeneity of preferences, and
therefore might appear stronger (or weaker) in the aggregate than on the individual level.
Despite its complexity, this approach turns out to be tractable in a number of important respects
and cases. In particular, a uniform equilibrium displays clear analytical results when the product
space is a circumference with symmetric (uniformly distributed) consumers, bearing linear distance
costs, either in monetary or in utility terms. We show that in both these versions of our model, the
market behaves pro-competitively under reasonable assumptions: prices (and markups) decrease in
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response to increasing relative local market size (population density), whenever demand is not too
convex, which includes many natural additive preference specifications: CARA, HARA, and so on.
Specifically, under partial coverage of the market by service (when not every consumer buys from
each firm), the necessary and sufficient condition for such a pro-competitive effect is the decreasing
elasticity of the elementary utility, rather than the decreasing elasticity of its derivative, which is the
case in spaceless monopolistic competition. Another effect is the shrinking range of service: a thicker
market and more intense competition makes each firm more targeted to their “core competence,” i.e.,
to a specific consumer taste.
These two effects belong to the topics of interest in theory and empirical testing (Allen and Arkolakis
2014, Carballo et al. 2016). They closely relate also to discussion about the gains from trade or a
thicker market (Arkolakis et al. 2015). Instead of variety being the only reason for gains under the
CES Dixit-Stiglitz model, or variety and cheaper goods in its VES version, our model sets a better
match of goods to tastes as a new source of gains.
We believe that our framework will pave the way for the future research. If various extensions of
our model turn out to be tractable, then the implications of this new modelling strategy could modify
many topics in IO, trade, and economic geography. The reason for this hope is realism: this strategy
enables us to treat competition as partially localised, and a firm’s demand as an aggregate demand of
heterogeneous consumers. These two features make considerable difference to many economic questions,
that may be revised now through continuous-spatial lenses. Maybe, after almost a century of numerous
parallel developments in Hotelling’s and Chamberlinian frameworks, and several fresh attempts to
combine them, these two competing concepts of competition can be bridged in a more simple fashion.
Among the extensions left outside the scope of this paper, there is a need for multi-dimensional
space, possibly with edges, for continuous models of economic geography, and for comparisons with
data. However, the most urgent extension is a possibility of non-uniform distribution of firms, even in
the same homogeneous circular economy. Can clusters or other spatial distributions of firms arise? It
could be the case that free entry of firms leads to their grouping, or the standardisation of products
in the characteristic space, so-called “minimal differentiation principle,” as was believed by Hotelling.
In economic geography, such an outcome would mean spatial agglomeration of firms, like shopping
malls or cities, stemming from competition per se, without any additional agglomeration force. More
formally, this is the question of the multiplicity of equilibria and the stability of the uniform equilibrium.
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However, clarification of this difficult and important issue is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Appendix
6 Proofs
Proof of Lemma 1. Consider equation (7). Its left-hand side LHS(q0) is an increasing function of
q0 with LHS(0) = 0, and LHS(q0) → 1 as q0 → ∞. Now consider its right-hand side RHS(q0). By
concavity of u(q0), we have εu(q0) ≤ 1 and therefore RHS(q0) ≤ 1. In addition, u′(0) < ∞ implies
that εu(0) = 1. Thus, for small q0, RHS(q0) > LHS(q0) holds.
Moreover, the conditions of Lemma guarantee that RHS(q) < LHS(q) for some q. Finally, by
continuity there is such q0 that RHS(q0) = LHS(q0).
In addition, because RHS(q) > LHS(q) near for q close to zero, when graph of RHS(q0) intersects
that of LHS(q0), it does so from above, i.e., LHS
′(q0) > RHS ′(q0) at the point of intersection. Tedious
but straightforward algebra shows that this implies the second-order condition for profit maximisation.

Proof of proposition 1. Since L/tF enters the equilibrium conditions jointly, any impact of the
transport cost or fixed cost on price/quantity follows immediately from the results below regarding
the population density L, which we focus on here.
From the first equilibrium condition in (6), we have 1/2 < εu(q0) < 1. Totally differentiating both
conditions with respect to L, we obtain:
−ε
′
u(q0)
ε2u(q0)
dq0
dL
=
m
p2
dp
dL
and
2Lq0
dp
dL
+ (p−m)Ldq0
dL
+ (p−m)q0 = 0.
It follows from the first equation that price p and ideal quantity q0 comove for DEU and move in the
opposite direction for IEU. Combining the equations we get:[
p−m− 2q0 ε
′
u(q0)p
2
ε2u(q0)m
]
dq0
dL
= −(p−m)q0
L
(15)
Using the fact that ε′u(q0) =
(
q0u′(q0)
u(q0)
)′
= u
′(q0)u(q0)+q0u′′(q0)u(q0)−q0u′2(q0)
u2(q0)
, we can rewrite the expres-
sion in the square brackets as
p−m− 2q0 ε
′
u(q0)p
2
ε2u(q0)m
= p−m− 2q0u
′(q0)u(q0) + q0u′′(q0)u(q0)− q0u′2(q0)
q20u
′2(q0)
p2
m
24
= p−m− 2q0
[
1
q0ε(q0)
+
u′′(q0)
u′(q0)
· 1
ε(q0)
− 1
q0
]
p2
m
= p−m− 2
[
1
ε(q0)
− 1
]
p2
m
− 2q0u
′′(q0)
u′(q0)
· 1
ε(q0)
p2
m
= p−m− 2
(
1− m
p
)
p2
m
− 2q0u
′′(q0)
u′(q0)
· 1
ε(q0)
p2
m
= (p−m)(1− 2 p
m
)− 2q0u
′′(q0)
u′(q0)
· 1
ε(q0)
p2
m
= (p−m) −1
εu(q0)
· p
m
− 2q0u
′′(q0)
u′(q0)
· 1
ε(q0)
p2
m
= − 1
εu(q0)
· p
2
m
· u
′′(q0)
u′(q0)
[
p−m
p
· u
′(q0)
u′′(q0)
+ 2q0
]
.
The firm’s second-order condition can be expressed as p−m
p
· u′(q0)
u′′(q0)
+ 2q0 > 0, which is exactly the
bracketed term. Thus, the bracketed term in (15) is positive, and hence dq0
dL
< 0, implying that
consumption of the ideal variety always decreases with the population density L. The result for the
increasing/decreasing price behaviour under IEU/DEU follows from decreasing q0 and equations (6). A
firm’s output LQ always changes opposite to price because of the free-entry condition (p−m)LQ = F .
Using Π(p, λ) = 0 together with Πp = 0 and manipulating, we have
dλ
dL
= −ΠL
Πλ
= − F (µ)/L− 1
λ
F (µ) + (p−m)2L
λt
[−pD(λp)] > 0.
This means that the intensity of competition λ increases with the population density L regardless of
the nature of preferences. In addition, we get
dλ
dt
= −Πt
Πλ
= − −F (µ)/t− 1
λ
F (µ) + (p−m)2L
λt
[−pD(λp)] < 0
and
ελt = −
t
λ
dλ
dt
=
F (µ)
F (µ) + (p−m)2L
t
[pD(λp)]
= 1− εu(q0) < 1
2
Thus, the intensity of competition increases when distance costs decrease. However, it does not increase
too fast because ελt < 1/2 implies that both λt and λ
2t decrease when the distance cost decreases.
Now, we focus on θˆ. As q0 decreases, λp = u
′(q0) increases and λ increases too, and thus, the radius
of service θˆ = u
′(0)−λp
λt
decreases with the population density L.
Finally, consider the density of firms, µ. Exploiting the consumer’s budget constraint (through
changing the integration variable), we have
1
2µ
=
∫ θˆ
0
(p+ tθ)D(λp+ λtθ)dθ
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=
1
λt
∫ 0
D(λp)
q
u′(q)
λ
du′(q) =
1
2tλ2
∫ D(λp)
0
qd(−u′2)
The latter integrand does not depend on any equilibrium variable, whereas the upper limit of integra-
tion q0 = D(λp) decreases with market size, as we have proven. Therefore, the entire integral decreases.
In addition, the intensity of competition λ increases, and thus, the increasing population density leads
to additional entry, which means an increase in the density of firms µ. Consequently, under DEU, each
consumer’s welfare U = µ
∫
Ω
u(qxy)dy increases because of more varieties and cheaper goods. 
Proof of Proposition 2. We may focus on the market reaction to L, since reaction to L/F
is analogous (as one can see from equations (12), dependent on L/F fraction, rather than L and F
separately). First, we study λ by totally differentiating the free-entry condition (11), exploiting itself
and FOC Πp = 0 in equilibrium. After some algebra, we can sign as follows:
8
dλ
dL
= −ΠL
Πλ
=
F/L
F/λ+ (p−m) 2L
λ2t
[λpD(λp)− (λp+ λtS)D(λp+ λtS)] > 0,
where the inequality follows from the free-entry condition in the form (12):
F
(p−m)λ +
2L
λ2t
[λpD(λp)− (λp+ λtS)D(λp+ λtS)] = 2L
λ2t
[u(D(λp))− u(D(λp+ λtS))] > 0.
Also, inserting (p−m)
λ
[u(q0)−u′(q0)q0−u(q1)+u′(q1)q1]2LFt = 1 into Eλ we can express the total elasticity
as
Eλ ≡ dλ
dL
· L
λ
=
u(q0)− u′(q0)q0 − u(q1) + u′(q1)q1
u(q0)− u(q1) .
Then, substituting the same expression, we get
q0 − q1
[u(q0)− u′(q0)q0 − u(q1) + u′(q1)q1]2 =
2L
λ2Ft
.
Second, totally differentiating FOC Πp = 0, we express the cross-derivatives as: Πpp
dp
dL
+ Πpλ
dλ
dL
+
ΠpL = 0. Since LΠpL = Πp = 0, we have
dp
dL
= −Πpλ
Πpp
· dλ
dL
.
Since Πpp < 0 in equilibrium (because of the SOC) and
dλ
dL
> 0 as established, the sign of the
comparative statics of the price with respect to the market size coincides with the sign of the cross
8Another way to know the sign of the total derivative λ′L > 0 is to express dΠ/dL = (p −m) · [Q′λ · λ′L +Q/L] = 0
and further exploit the negative partial derivative Q′λ < 0.
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derivative Πpλ of the profit function. The last step is to characterise this sign:
Πpλ =
2L
λt
[−pD(λp) + (p+ t/2)D(λp+ λt/2)]+
+(p−m)2L
λt
[−D(λp) +D(λp+ λt/2)− λpD′(λp) + (λp+ λt/2)D′(λp+ λt/2)].
We now rewrite this in terms of variables q0 = D(λp) = u
′−1(λp) and q1 = D(λp+ λt/2) using the
fact that D′(p˜) = 1
u′′(D(p˜)) :
Πpλ ∝ −q0u
′(q0) + q1u′(q1)
λ
+ (p−m)
[
−q0 − u
′(q0)
u′′(q0)
+ q1 +
u′(q1)
u′′(q1)
]
=
u(q1)− u(q0)
λ
+ (p−m)
[
− u
′(q0)
u′′(q0)
+
u′(q1)
u′′(q1)
]
,
where we have used FOC in terms of q1 and q0. Now replacing λ = u
′(q0)/p and simplifying, we come
to (14) as a necessary and sufficient condition for Πpλ < 0, and hence
dp
dL
< 0. Furthermore, our
assumption of increasing function −u′′(q)/u′(q) yields also a weaker inequality (14), as we need.
A firm’s output LQ always changes inversely to the margin (p −m) under growing L because of
the free-entry condition (p−m)LQ = F . 
Proof of Lemma 3. Here we show that with t → 0, not only does the model converge to the
spaceless monopolistic competition version of ZKPT, but the comparative statics result also converges.
Preliminaries. In ZKPT, the direction of the effect of the market expansion depends on the sign of
the derivative of the relative love for variety ru(q) = − qu′′(q)u′(q) , with r′u(q) > 0 implying pro-competitive
behaviour. We use the fact that
r′u(q) = −
u′′(q)u′(q) + qu′(q)u′′′(q)− qu′′2(q)
u′2(q)
.
As we show in the proof of Proposition 2, the pro- or anti-competitive effect of market expansion
depends on the sign of
Πpλ =
u(q1)− u(q0)
λt
+
p−m
t
[
u′(q1)
u′′(q1)
− u
′(q0)
u′′(q0)
]
(16)
with Πλp < 0 implying pro-competitive behaviour. First, observe that u
′(q1) = u′(q0) + λtS. Thus for
t→ 0, q1 − q0 → 0. Second, using q1 = D(u′(q0) + λtS) and D′ = 1/u′′, Taylor expansion leads to
q1 = q0 +
λS
u′′(q0)
t+ o(t2) (17)
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Analogously,
u(q1) = u(D(u
′(q0) + λtS)) = u(q0) + u′(q0)
λS
u′′(q0)
t+ o(t)
and, using (17), we get
u′(q1)
u′′(q1)
=
u′(q0)
u′′(q0)
+
(u′′(q0))2 − u′(q0)u′′′(q0)
(u′′(q0))2
· λS
u′′(q0)
t+ o(t).
Substituting all these Taylor representations of q1 and its functions together into (16), we arrive at:
Πpλ ∝ u
′(q0)
u′′(q0)
S + (p−m)(u
′′(q0))2 − u′(q0)u′′′(q0)
(u′′(q0))2
· λS
u′′(q0)
+O(t). (18)
Now, we need to establish limits of p for t→ 0 using the fact that q0 = D(λp). As we have shown,
in the limit Q(λ, p) = 2LSD(λp) = 2LSq0, and thus, the FOC Πp = Q(p, λ) + (p−m)2Lλt [−λD(λp) +
λD(λp+ λtS)] = 0 takes the form
2LSq0 + 2L(p−m) λS
u′′(q0)
= 0.
1 = −(p−m)
p
· u
′(q0)
q0u′′(q0)
.
Hence, at the limit p−m
p
= ru(q0) holds as in ZKPT. Plugging this formula into expression (18) for
the cross-derivative Πpλ, in the limit t→ 0, we get:
Πpλ ∝ u
′(q0)
u′′(q0)
+
−q0u′′(q0)
u′(q0)
(u′′(q0))2 − u′(q0)u′′′(q0)
(u′′(q0))2
u′(q0)
u′′(q0)
=
(
u′(q0)
u′′(q0)
)2 [
u′′(q0)
u′(q0)
− q0(u
′′(q0))2 − q0u′(q0)u′′′(q0)
(u′(q0))2
]
=
(
u′(q0)
u′′(q0)
)2
u′′(q0)u′(q0)− q0(u′′(q0))2 + q0u′(q0)u′′′(q0)
(u′(q0))2
= −r′u(q0)
(
u′(q0)
u′′(q0)
)2
.
The sign of this expression governs price decrease in the direction that we needed to prove. 
Proof of Proposition 3. First, we express the equilibrium conditions for a particular case of
linear quadratic preferences. Since u(q) = q − γ
2
q2, we have u′(q) = 1− γq, u′′(q) = −γ, εu(q) = 1−γq1− γ
2
q
and ε′u(q) =
−γ/2
(1− γ
2
q)2
. With this at hand, the equilibrium conditions become
1− γ
2
q0
1− γq0 = 2−
m
p
and (p−m)2 2L
t
q0 = F
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In addition, consumer optimisation implies that qx = q0 − λ tγx, and therefore, θˆ = γq0λt . The next
step is to understand the behaviour of number µ of firms and variance var(q) of consumption volumes.
We start with the number of firms. The budget constraint implies:
1 = 2µ
∫ θˆ
0
(p+tx)qxdx =
2µ
λ
∫ θˆ
0
u′(qx)qxdx =
2µ
λ
∫ θˆ
0
(qx−γq2x)dx =
2µ
λ
∫ 0
q0
(q−γq2)d−γq
λt
=
2γµ
λ2t
(
q20
2
− γ q
3
0
3
)
Therefore,
µ =
λ2t
γq20
(
1− 2
3
γq0
)
Now, we express the variance in consumption volumes as a function of equilibrium variables.
var(q) =
1
2µθˆ
2µ
∫ θˆ
0
q2xdx−
(
1
2µθˆ
2µ
∫ θˆ
0
qxdx
)2
=
γ
θˆλt
q30
3
−
(
γ
θˆλt
q20
2
)2
=
q20
12
.
It immediately follows from this expression that variance in consumption volumes decreases with the
expansion of the market because consumption of a single variety q0 decreases as we have shown before.
However, to establish gains from better matches we need to show that variance adjusted for the number
of varieties, µθˆvar(q), decreases. From above it follows that µθˆvar(q) = λq0/12
1− 2
3
γq0
.
To show that this expression is decreasing with the market size we need to show that
L
µθˆvar(q)
d
dL
µθˆvar(q) =
L
λ
dλ
dL
+
L
q0(1− 23γq0)
dq0
dL
< 0. (19)
We use the results, established in Proposition 1:
L
q0
dq0
dL
= − (p−m)[
p−m− 2q0 ε′u(q0)p2ε2u(q0)m
]
L
λ
dλ
dL
=
p−m
2p−m.
Thus,
L
µθˆvar(q)
d
dL
µθˆvar(q) =
p−m
2p−m −
(p−m)
(1− 2
3
γq0)
[
p−m− 2q0 ε′u(q0)p2ε2u(q0)m
]
=
p−m
2p−m
1− 1− γq0/2(1− 2
3
γq0)
[
γq0/2 +
γq0
1− 3
2
γq0
]
 .
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Therefore, µθˆvar(q) is decreasing, whenever
1− γq0/2
(1− 2
3
γq0)
[
γq0/2− γq01+ 3
2
γq0
] = 1− 32γq03
2
γq0(1− 23γq0)
≥ 1,
which is equivalent to:
(γq0)
2 − 3γq0 + 1 > 0,
which holds for γq0 <
3−√5
2
≈ 0.38. Turning back to the zero profit condition, it can be rewritten
as:
(γq0)
3
(1− 3
2
γq0)2
=
2Ft
γLm2
Its left-hand side is increasing in γq0 on the relevant part of the domain. Therefore, γq0 <
3−√5
2
requires Ft
γLm2
≤ 3−
√
5
5
, i.e., that relative market size is sufficiently large. 
7 Analysis of disutility of distance
Consumers and varieties. We consider an alternative formulation of our model. Instead of costly
adjustment, or bearing a monetary cost for transporting home the varieties produced elsewhere, a
consumer obtains a reduced utility from consuming all varieties different from her “ideal variety” (in
size or location). In other words, distance costs now enter the utility function rather than the budget
constraint. In all other respects the setup remains the same as before. Now the consumer problem
becomes
max
qθ>0
2
∫ θˆ
0
µ(u(qθ)− qθtθ)dθ (20)
s.t. 2
∫ θˆ
0
µpqθdθ = 1.
As before, θˆ ∈ (0, S] is the range of consumption, with θˆ = S representing the case of full coverage,
when a person consumes all varieties present. Because of symmetric setting of the model, it makes no
difference to study any location, and thus, we focus on the distance between consumer 0 and producer
θ. We denote, as before, the demand function D(·) ≡ u′−1(·) ∨ 0 (that equals the derivative whenever
positive). Solving FOC, we obtain the demand for a variety (firm) θ given by
qθ = D(λp+ tθ).
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Here λ is again the Lagrange multiplier of the budget constraint, i.e., the marginal utility of income
and, at the same time, the intensity of competition. One can observe the basic difference between
the two setups: since costs of the mismatch between consumers and producers are now non-monetary,
they are not multiplied by the marginal utility of money λ in the demand function. In other words,
there is no need for the auxiliary “translation” of monetary costs into utility units.
Producers. As before, there is a continuum of producers, and each producer takes the intensity
of competition λ and the demand schedule as given when maximising its profit in price:
max
p≥0
Π(p, λ) = max
p≥0
2(p−m)L
∫ θˆ(p)
0
D(λp+ tθ)dθ − F.
This producer’s problem is similar to the previous monetary-distance cost problem, only λtθ has turned
into tθ. We again simplify the objective function using the change of the integration axes: instead
of integrating over locations, we integrate consumption over quantities. This reformulation leads to
relatively simple aggregate demand representation. Thus, in the case of partial coverage θˆ < S, any
firm’s free-entry condition can be rewritten as
Π(p, λ) = 2(p−m)L
t
[u(D(λp))− λpD(λp)]− F = 0, (21)
which in terms of q0 becomes:
Π(q0, λ) = 2
[
u′(q0)
λ
−m
]
L
t
[u(q0)− q0u′(q0)] = 0. (22)
Analogously, for the case of full coverage θˆ = S, the profit takes the form:
Π(p, λ) = 2(p−m)L
t
{u(D(λp))− λpD(λp)− [u(D(λp+ tS))− (λp+ t/2)D(λp+ tS)]} − F (23)
Equilibrium. As previously, we allow the firms to relocate in space and enter/exit the market.
Thereby, in equilibrium, profits must vanish at each location: Π(p, λ) = 0 as given by (21). This free-
entry condition alongside the firm’s FOC define an equilibrium in (p, λ) variables. All other equilibrium
variables (q, µ, θˆ) can be derived from (p, λ) through the consumer’s optimisation condition and the
budget constraint.
Symmetric equilibrium is a bundle (p, µ, λ,q, θˆ) including the price, mass of firms, marginal utility
of income, consumption quantities, and radius of service, which satisfies consumers’ and producers’
optimisation conditions (including the budget constraint), and the free-entry condition.
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7.1 Partial-coverage equilibria under disutility of distance
We start with the case of partial coverage: θˆ < S. As in the monetary cost version of the model, we
require the firm’s second-order condition to hold in equilibrium:
Πpp(p, λ) = −2− p−m
p
· u
′(q0)
q0u′′(q0)
< 0 (24)
First, observe that the first- and second-order conditions (24) for profit maximisation do not differ in
essentials from those in the previous version of the model and the output isQ = 2L
t
[u(D(λp))− λpD(λp)].
Indeed, the only novelty in a firm’s objective function is the absent multiplier λ in expression λtθ. How-
ever, because λ is treated parametrically by the producer, the logic remains the same. This observation
(using previous analysis) allows for a straightforward characterisation of equilibrium in variables (p, λ):
u(D(λp))
λpD(λp)
= 2− m
p
, (p−m) [u(D(λp))− λpD(λp)] = tF
2L
or (using q0 = D(λp)) characterisation in variables (p, q0):
u(q0)
u′(q0)q0
= 2− m
p
, (p−m) [u(q0)− u′(q0)q0] = tF
2L
. (25)
Using εu(q0) ≡ u′(q0)q0u(q0) , these equations can be reduced to a single equation[
1
2− 1
εu(q0)
− 1
]
[u(q0)− u′(q0)q0] = tF
2Lm
.
The latter, in the case of DEU, demonstrates an increasing left-hand side expression (conveniently for
comparative statics).
The difference of new equilibrium equations from previous 2− 1
εu(q0)
= 1
1+
√
tF
2m2Lq0
(or 1
εu(q0)
= 2−m/p
and (p−m)2q0 = tF2L) stems from the the absence of multiplier λ in one term of the free-entry condition.
This relatively simple characterization of the equilibrium allows us to study the comparative statics
with respect to the market size and the disutility cost.
Proposition 4. Consider the model with disutility of distance, and partial market coverage. Then an
increase in the relative market size L/tF leads to: (i) an increase in the intensity of competition λ;
(ii) a decrease in the purchase of the ideal variety q0; (iii) a price decrease (increase) whenever εu(·)
is a decreasing (increasing) function; (iv) each firm’s output Q always changes opposite to the price;
(v) expanding ratio L/F leads to a decrease in the service range θˆ (to more localised competition),
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and to increasing density of firms µ, in this case decreasing price guarantees increasing welfare; (vi) a
decrease in the distance cost t leads to more (less) entry, i.e., increasing (decreasing) µ whenever εu(·)
is a decreasing (increasing) function.
Proof. We start again by noticing that elements of relative market size L/tF enters the free-entry
condition only together (as this ratio) and we can focus on derivatives in L.
To study the intensity of competition λ, we totally differentiate the free-entry condition with respect
to L as follows:
Πp
dp
dL
+ Πλ
dλ
dL
+ ΠL = 0,
where Πp = 0 because of the profit maximisation. Therefore,
dλ
dL
= −ΠL
Πλ
=
F/L
2(p−m)LpD(λp)/t > 0,
and thus, the intensity of competition increases. Moreover,
ελ =
p−m
p
< 1.
To study q0, we again study the equilibrium through quantities, and make use of the fact that
consumption of a variety produced by the closest firm is q0 = D(λp), so that λp = u
′(q0). The zero
profit and free-entry conditions become
u(q0)
q0u′(q0)
= 2− m
p
, (p−m) [u(q0)− q0u′(q0)]L = tF
2
Totally differentiating them we obtain
−ε
′
u(q0)
ε2u(q0)
· dq0
dL
=
m
p2
· dp
dL
and
[u(q0)− q0u′(q0)]L · dp
dL
− q0u′′(q0)(p−m)L · dq0
dL
+ [u(q0)− q0u′(q0)] (p−m) = 0.
Again, from the first equation we see that price and quantity comove whenever the elasticity of utility is
decreasing, but move opposite when the elasticity of utility is increasing. Combining the two equations
we obtain:[
−ε
′
u(q0)
ε2u(q0)
· p
2
m
· (u(q0)− q0u′(q0))− q0u′′(q0)(p−m)
]
dq0
dL
= − [u(q0)− q0u
′(q0)] (p−m)
L
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The right-hand side is clearly negative. We now call the bracketed term on the left-hand side [B],
and study it using the fact that the firm’s FOC entails u(q0)− q0u′(q0) = p−mp q0u′(q0):
[B] = −ε
′
u(q0)
ε2u(q0)
p2
m
[u(q0)− q0u′(q0)]− q0u′′(q0)(p−m)
= −q0u′′(q0)
[
p−m+ u
′(q0)u(q0) + q0u′′(q0)u(q0)− q0u′2(q0)
q20u
′2(q0)
· p
2
m
· u(q0)− q0u
′(q0)
q0u′′(q0)
]
= −q0u′′(q0)(p−m)
[
1 +
p
m
· 1
εu(q0)
+
1
q0
(
1
εu(q0)
− 1
)
p
m
· u
′(q0)
u′′(q0)
]
= −q0u′′(q0) · (p−m) p
m
·
[
2 +
p−m
p
· u
′(q0)
q0u′′(q0)
]
> 0.
The latter expression has its first term clearly positive since u′′(·) < 0, while the bracketed term is
positive because of the firm’s second-order condition (as in the case of the monetary cost of distance).
Hence, it is expressed as
2 +
p−m
p
· u
′(q0)
q0u′′(q0)
> 0. (26)
Altogether it implies a negative impact dq0
dL
< 0, i.e., consumption of an ideal variety decreases with the
market size. Then the decrease in price dp
dL
< 0 follows from the discussion above and the second-order
equilibrium condition (24) (as in the monetary cost of distance). Output Q always changes opposite
to the price because of free-entry equation (p−m)Q = F .
The next parameter of interest is the range of service, θˆ. To understand its behaviour, consider
the demand there: D(λp + tθˆ) = 0, or alternatively λp + tθˆ = u′(0). The last step is to note that
λp = u′(q0), and thus,
θˆ =
1
t
[u′(0)− u′(q0)] .
It immediately follows that the impact of the market size L on the range of service replicates the
impact on the consumption of ideal variety, q0. Hence, the range of service decreases with market size
( dθˆ
dL
< 0). Put differently, an increase in the relative market size leads to more localised competition.
The last question is the response of the mass of firms to a change in the relative market size. Recall
the aggregate labour balance: µS (mLQ+ F ) = SL. It can be expressed alternatively as:
µ =
1
mQ+ F/L
=
1
m
t
[u(q0)− q0u′(q0)] + F/L.
If density of population L increases, both summands in the denominator decrease, therefore, the
density of firms reacts positively to the expansion of the labour market. To understand the reaction
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of the density of firms to the change in the disutility parameter, consider the budget constraint in the
following form:
1 = 2µp
∫ θˆ
0
D(λp+ tθ)dθ = 2µp
u(q0)− q0u′(q0)
t
= µp
F
(p−m)L
From this it is evident that the density of firms comoves with the prices in response to the change in
transport cost. Thus, whenever the elementary utility function has DEU property, a decrease in the
transport cost leads to an increase in the density of firms, and vice versa. Observe that the analysis in
the version of the model with the disutility of distance is unambiguous because there is no mechanical
effect of saving labour on cheaper transport. 
Thus, we have shown that under partial coverage by service, both versions of the model exhibit sim-
ilar comparative statics: the market is pro-competitive whenever the elasticity of utility is a decreasing
function. Other variables also behave naturally: an increase in the market size (population density)
intensifies competition, leads to smaller consumption of each variety and more localised competition.
The intuition behind such results remains the same independently of the model version.
7.2 Full-coverage equilibria under disutility of distance
Now we consider properties and comparative statics of equilibrium when service coverage is full. As
in the version of the model with monetary distance cost, full coverage is substantially less tractable
analytically. Again, the difference from monetary cost is λ disappearing from expression λtS. We again
denote by q0 = D(λp) the consumption of the ideal variety and by q1 = D(λp+ tS) the consumption of
the least liked variety, produced at the opposite extreme of the circumference. The firm’s gross output
becomes Q = 2L
t
[u(q0)− λpq0 − u(q1) + (λp+ tS)q1].
Our reference point in the analysis will be the situation when a consumer buys from each and every
firm because of sufficiently low transport cost t ≈ 0. Constructing any point as a departure from t ≈ 0,
and using the Taylor series expansion, we can express the consumer surplus from the least preferred
variety as:
u(D(λp+ tS))− (λp+ tS)D(λp+ t/2) = u(D(λp))− λpD(λp)−D(λp)tS + o(t).
Substituting this expression back into the profit definition for the case of full coverage and using only
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the first order approximation, we effectively obtain an approximation of the profit function:
Π(p, λ) = 2(p−m)LSD(λp)− F.
This means that under t ≈ 0 the model collapses to a case with no distance, studied in ZKPT. As
ZKPT shows, in this case the behaviour of the elasticity of marginal utility (rather than utility itself)
defines the direction of comparative statics effects with respect to market size. This observation sheds
light on the model behaviour in between the two extreme cases, i.e., when firms serve all consumers
but the disutility from shopping far away is not sufficiently small.
Now we turn to formal analysis of the comparative statics under full coverage. Differentiating the
free-entry condition
Π(p, λ) = 2(p−m)L
t
[u(D(λp))− λpD(λp)− u(D(λp+ tS)) + (λp+ tS)D(λp+ tS)]− F = 0 (27)
with respect to price, we obtain the firm’s FOC (using q0 = D(λp), q1 = D(λp+ tS)):
Πp(p, λ) = 2
L
t
[u(q0)− λpq0 − u(q1) + (λp+ tS)q1]− 2(p−m)L
t
λ · (q0 − q1) = 0, (28)
which is used to derive the SOC
0 >
d
dp
{[u(D(λp))− λpD(λp)− u(D(λp+ tS)) + (λp+ tS)D(λp+ tS)]− (p−m)λ · (D(λp)−D(λp+ tS))}
= −2λ · (q0 − q1)− (p−m)λ · (D(λp)−D(λp+ tS)) ′
= −2λ(q0 − q1)− (p−m)λ2
[
1
u′′(q0)
− 1
u′′(q1)
]
⇒
2(q0 − q1) > −(p−m)
p
· u
′(q0)
u′′(q0)
·
[
1− u
′′(q0)
u′′(q1)
]
.
We assume it to hold in equilibrium, which is guaranteed under u′′′(q) ≥ 0.
We can express equilibrium conditions for (q0, q1, p, λ) as equations
u′(q0) = u′(q1)− tS = λp,
ζ(q0, q1) ≡ [u(q0)− u
′(q0)q0 − u(q1) + u′(q1)q1]
(q0 − q1)u′(q0) = 1−
m
p
, (29)
(p−m)2
p
u′(q0) · (q0 − q1) = Ft
2L
. (30)
The complexity of this model in the case of full coverage hampers the comparative statics, but at
least we can formulate one more “flatness” condition that may (or may not) hold at the equilibrium.
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Namely, function ζ(q0, D(u
′(q0) + tS)) introduced in (29) should be increasing in q0, this condition
being reformulated as
−q0u
′′(q0)
u′(q0)
·
[
(q0 − q1)u′(q0)
u(q0)− u′(q0)q0 − u(q1) + u′(q1)q1 + 1
]
>
1− u′′(q0)/u′′(q1)
1− q1/q0 ∀q0, q1 = D(u
′(q0) + tS). (31)
This restriction is obviously satisfied for a linear demand (the left-hand side being positive, comparable
with 0.5, whereas the right hand side is equal to zero) and, we hope, for some other demands. Then, it
is possible to guarantee the pro-competitive behaviour of the market when demand is not too convex
in this sense.
Proposition 5. Consider the version of the model with disutility of distance, and full market coverage.
Then, (i) an increase in relative market size L/tF leads to an increase in the intensity of competition
λ. (ii) Increasing ratio L/F implies decreasing consumption q0 of the ideal variety, and whenever (31)
holds, price p decreases (pro-competitive effect), while per-consumer output Q always changes opposite
to price p.
Proof. As before, we analyse our comparative statics in market size through variable L, and results
for parameter L/tF follow. One can write down the free-entry condition as:
Π(p, λ, L) =
2L
t
(p−m) {u(D(λp))− λpD(λp)− [u (D (λp+ tS))− (λp+ tS)D (λp+ tS)]}
−F = 0.
Totally differentiating it with respect to L, we express the result in partial derivatives:
Πp
dp
dL
+ Πλ
dλ
dL
+ ΠL = 0.
The first term is zero because of the profit maximisation. Hence,
dλ
dL
= −ΠL
Πλ
=
tF
2(p−m)L2p(q0 − q1) > 0,
whereas related total elasticity is
Eλ/L = dλ
dL
· L
λ
=
tF
2(p−m)Lλp(q0 − q1) =
p−m
p
< 1,
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which we have obtained by inserting λp · (q0−q1) = Ft2L · p(p−m)2 from (30). In other words, as intuitively
expected, an increase in the market size leads to a not too fast increase in the intensity of competition
measured by the marginal utility of income.
Further, to study consumption q0, the two equilibrium equations can become ζ(q0, D(u
′(q0) +
tS))p = (p−m) and
ζ2(q0, D(u
′(q0) + tS)) ·
˙u′(q0)
λ
u′(q0) · (q0 − q1) = Ft
2L
which, as a function of q0, becomes
˙[u(q0)− u′(q0)q0 − u(D(u′(q0) + tS)) + u′(D(u′(q0) + tS))D(u′(q0) + tS)]2
(q0 −D(u′(q0) + tS)) =
Ftλ
2L
.
We know that total elasticity Eλ/L < 1, so that the right-hand side decreases in L, and an increasing
(in q0) left-hand side here should be a necessary and sufficient condition for decreasing equilibrium
value of q0. Using tedious but straightforward algebra, one can show that the SOC guarantees the
left-hand side is decreasing in q0. Thus, q0 decreases in L.
Further, increasing function ζ(q0, D(u
′(q0)+ tS)) is a necessary and sufficient condition for comove-
ment of price p and quantity q0, because equation (29) has its right-hand side increasing in p. Taking
the derivative
dζ
dq0
=
−u′′(q0)(q0 − q1)(q0 − q1)u′(q0)−
[
u′′(q0)(q0 − q1) + u′(q0)
(
1− u′′(q0)
u′′(q1)
)]
[(q0 − q1)u′(q0)]2
,
one, after some algebra, finds that positivity ζ ′ > 0 is exactly the condition (29) assumed. Thus, our
comovement is established, and decreasing q0 entails decreasing p.
Finally, output Q = F/(p−m) always changes opposite to price. 
The sufficient condition (29) for pro-competitive effect, exploited in Proposition 4 includes linear
demand and many other reasonable functional forms. We emphasise that it confirms the general
intuitive conclusion from the literature that flat demands should generate pro-competitive market
effects.
7.3 Welfare: excessive or insufficient entry
One of the most prevalent questions in theory of product differentiation is whether the market equi-
librium leads to insufficient or excessive firms’ entry. In this section, we provide an answer specific to
our framework by comparing market outcome with social optimum.
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We focus on the second-best optimum: the social planner can choose prices and the number
of entrants, but firms should have non-negative profit. In other words, we don’t allow for cross-
subsidisation and lump-sum transfers from consumers to firms. We focus on the second best because
we find it more relevant to real life regulation in that direct transfers from consumers to firms are
politically implausible. We proceed through the following steps: first, we set up the social planner
problem, and show that it can be reduced to an unconstrained choice of one variable — the consumption
of an ideal variety. Second, we show that the market equilibrium can be represented analogously to the
social planner problem but with the objective function being the aggregate revenue in the economy,
rather than the utility. Afterwards, we show how comparison of these two objective functions allows us
to make conclusions about the relation between social optimum and equilibrium outcome, and finally,
we relate this comparison back to the primitives of our model.
We focus on the partial coverage case for its analytical tractability and intuitive appeal. We analyse
the disutility of distance version. We start with the social planner problem.
The social planner chooses price po and firms’ density µo at each point of the circumference.
Consumers are free to allocate their budget across varieties. Since consumers are identical, we consider
the behaviour of a consumer located at point 0. Denote qo(po, µo, x) the demand (consumption) of
a variety produced at x by a consumer located at 0. The social planner maximises utility of this
consumer (and by symmetry, of every other consumer) subject to the zero-profit constraint.9 Thus,
the social optimum problem can be formulated as follows:
max
p,µ
µ
∫
Ω
u(qo(p, µ, x))− txqo(p, µ, x)dx
s.t. µ(mL
∫
Ω
qo(p, µ, x)dx+ F ) = L
The solution to this problem is the second-best optimum of price and mass of firms (po, µo). We
show that the social planner problem can be characterised as a choice of only one variable — the
consumption of ideal variety qo0, i.e., a variety produced at the consumer’s location. First, recall that
from the consumer’s optimal behaviour it follows that u′(qo(x)) = u′(qo0) + tx. Consequently, the
9Although our original assumption is that profits must be non-negative, it is easy to see that at social optimum
profits must be zero. Otherwise, the social planner could keep the number of varieties fixed and decrease their prices,
thereby generating additional utility without violating non-negative profit.
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consumption range is θˆ = u
′(0)−u′(q0)
t
. As we have shown before,∫ θˆ
0
qo(p, µ, x)dx =
u(qo0)− qo0u′(qo0)
t
Analogously, the total utility is
U(qo0) =
∫ θˆ
0
u(qo(p, µ, x))− txqo(p, µ, x)dx = 1
t
∫ 0
qo0
u(q)− (u′(q)− u′(qo0))qdu′(q)
= −1
t
u(qo0)u
′(qo0) +
1
t
∫ qo0
0
u′(q)u′(qo0)dq −
1
t
∫ qo0
0
u′(q)u′′(q)qdq
= − 1
2t
∫ qo0
0
qdu′(q)2 = − 1
2t
qo0u
′(qo0)
2 +
1
2t
∫ qo0
0
u′(q)2dq
Thus, the social planner problem can be expressed as an unconstrained choice of the consumption of
the ideal variety:
max
qo0
2U(qo0)
F
L
+ 2m
u(qo0)−qo0u′(qo0)
t
.
In order to compare the social optimum with the market outcome, we show that the market
equilibrium can be viewed as the solution to the problem of revenue maximisation. This property of
equilibrium holds in a large class of spaceless monopolistic competition models. We now show that
introduction of space does not eliminate this useful property. Define the revenue maximisation
problem as a choice of the price and the mass of firms that maximises aggregate revenue in the
economy subject to the labour balance:
max
p,µ
µp
∫
Ω
qo(p, µ, x)dx (32)
s.t. µ(mL
∫
Ω
qo(p, µ, x)dx+ F ) = L
The next proposition formally establishes our claim. Denote by R(qe0) = u
′(qe0) [u(q
e
0)− qe0u′(qe0)] /t
the “normalised revenue” of a firm (up to a multiplier perceived as a constant), as a function of the
consumption of ideal variety by consumer.
Proposition 6. Consider a version of the model with disutility of distance and partial coverage by
service. Then, the solution to the revenue maximisation problem (32) generates the market outcome.
Moreover, the revenue maximisation problem can be expressed as an unconstrained choice of the con-
sumption of ideal variety in the following way:
max
qe0
2R(qe0)
F
L
+ 2m
u(qo0)−qo0u′(qo0)
t
.
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Proof. The second part of the proposition is straightforward. Inserting the expression for∫ θˆ
0
q(p, µ, x)dx from above into the constrained problem, substituting µ from the labour balance con-
straint and using the consumer’s choice optimality u′(qe0) = λp, we get the result.
To prove the first part of the proposition, we characterise the solution of a modified problem,
and show that its FOC coincides with market equilibrium conditions. For simpler exposition, we
introduce the following notation: firm’s cost as a function of consumption of ideal variety C(qe0) =
2mL
u(qo0)−qo0u′(qo0)
t
+ F . Then the revenue maximisation problem is maxqe0
2LR(qe0)
C(qe0)
, with the FOC:
R′(qe0)−
R(qe0)
C(qe0)
C ′(qe0) = 0
Now, from the firm’s point of view, choices of price or an ideal variety are interchangeable. Thus,
in equilibrium firms maximise profit Π(qe0) = 2LR(q
e
0)/λ−C(qe0). The FOC for the firm is 2LR′(qe0)−
λC ′(qe0) = 0. This, together with the free-entry condition, yields the equivalence result desired. 
Formulating the market equilibrium outcome as a solution to the revenue maximisation problem,
analogous to the social planner problem, allows us to use the well-developed comparative statics
machinery (see Dhingra and Morrow, 2012). In particular, if the derivative of one objective function
is everywhere greater than that of another, the former’s maximiser point is higher than the latter’s.
The next proposition formalises this intuition, and links it to the primitives of the model.
Proposition 7. Consider the version of the model with partial coverage and disutility of distance.
Assume also that the objective functions of welfare maximisation and revenue maximisation are both
quasi-concave. (a) If the elasticity of total utility is larger (smaller) than the elasticity of total revenue
εR(q) ≶ εU(q), then a firm’s output is too small (too big) in equilibrium qe0 ≶ qo0, and there is excessive
(insufficient) entry of firms. (b) Condition εR(q) ≶ εU(q) holds whenever∫ q
0
u′(z)2dz ≶ qu
′(q)2
2εu(q)− 1 . (33)
Proof. We start with the first part of proposition. Consider the case εU(q) < εR(q). Observe
that the FOC of the social planner problem can be represented as εU(q
o
0) = εC(q
o
0), i.e., the elasticity
of total utility is equal to the elasticity of the total cost. It implies that εR(q
o
0) − εC(qo0) > 0, i.e.,
the derivative of the objective function of the revenue maximisation problem is positive at qo0, and
therefore, it’s maximiser qe0 > q
o
0. Since from consumer optimisation problem q(x) = D(u
′(q0) + tx)
holds, the equilibrium consumption at every distance is smaller than the optimal one, and therefore,
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the total output is smaller than the optimal one, i.e., firm’s output is too small. Finally, if the output
is too small, the labour balance immediately implies that there are too many of them. That proves
the first part of the proposition.
Next, we prove the second part of the proposition, which links well-known comparative statics
intuition with the primitives of our model. First,
εU(q) =
qU ′(q)
U(q)
=
−2q2u′u′′
−qu′2 + ∫ q
0
u′2dz
.
Second,
εR(q) =
qR′(q)
R(q)
=
qu′′ (u− 2qu′)
u′ (u− qu′) .
Thus,
εU(q) < εR(q) ⇐⇒ −2q
2u′u′′
−qu′2 + ∫ q
0
u′2dz
<
qu′′ (u− 2qu′)
u′ (u− qu′)
⇐⇒ −2qu
′
−qu′2 + ∫ q
0
u′2dz
>
u− 2qu′
u′ (u− qu′)
⇐⇒ −quu′2 > (u− 2qu′)
∫ q
0
u′2dz
⇐⇒ qu
′2
2εu(q)− 1 <
∫ q
0
u′2dz.
This completes the proof. 
Thus, in the Dixit-Stiglitz topic of “optimal product diversity” (as well as in comparative statics),
we also observe some similarity with and some difference from spaceless competition. The role of
elasticities of the aggregate revenue and aggregate utility in the economy is the same. However, now
these two are non-trivially linked to properties of individual demand as in (33). Indeed, integrating a
function we rarely keep all of its properties (if it is not an exponent).
As an example, it is easy to verify that for linear demand, i.e., u(q) = q − γ
2
q2, the entry is always
excessive.
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